Doll’s Pram
Chrome Shopping Tray

IMPORTANT: KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

These instructions are important.

1.1

Please read carefully and retain for future
reference.
Your Doll’s Pram Shopping Tray is a high
quality Silver Cross product. It meets current
British safety standards, care and regular light
maintenance will ensure long service.
If somebody unfamiliar is using your Doll’s
Pram Shopping Tray always ensure that they
read these instructions carefully so that they
understand how the product works best.
Always read all instructions provided carefully
and remember, the safety of your child is your
responsibility.

1.2
A

B

1.1

Turn the basket upside down and thread the
clips through the wires as shown.

1.2

Ensure that the longer clip is in position A
and the shorter clip in position B.

1.3

To fit the tray to the pram, push the
springs onto the axles until they click
and your basket is secure.

NOTE: The shorter clip needs to
be fixed to the axle with the larger
wheels on.

Safety Notes

Guarantee

Your doll’s pram shopping tray is a high quality
Silver Cross product. This product conforms
to applicable British safety standards and with
correct use and maintenance should give
good service. If however you should have any
problems with your doll’s pram shopping tray,
please contact your Silver Cross retailer who will
take appropriate action.

All Silver Cross products are guaranteed
for a period of 12 months against faulty
workmanship, when the product is used
correctly according to the instruction manual.

Great care should be taken whenever fitting or
removing your doll’s pram shopping tray, as your
pram can be easily scratched or marked.

Please read these instructions carefully
before using your new Doll’s Pram Shopping
Tray and keep for future reference.
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It may be unsafe to fit accessories or spare parts
other than those supplied or recommended by
Silver Cross.

WARNING! Not suitable for children
under 36 months. Small parts,
chocking hazard.
Remove all packaging and ties before
use. The safety of the child is your
responsibility. Check toys regularly
for signs of damage during use and
discontinue use if found.
WARNING! Keep away from fire
WARNING! Adult assembly required.
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